Abstract-We investigate Chinese near-synonyms (include synonyms and near-synonyms) based on complex network theory. In the study of near-synonyms network, scale-free effect and hierarchical structure features are found in this complex system. In particular, we find that n-node cliques exist widely in near-synonyms network. N-node clique structure is a powerful tool for understanding global structures of complex networks. Through the analysis of nnode cliques, near-synonyms are clustered in clique style. The structures properties of n-node cliques in a way may explain the associative mechanism and information storage in human brain.
INTRODUCTION
Any language in the world, including Chinese, makes sentences and phrases by connecting basic units based on complex grammar, syntax and semantics [1] . Recently, with the rapid development of complex networks studies, language complex networks are actively investigated [2] [3] [4] . For instance, word co-occurrence networks [5] , semantic networks [6] and synonyms network [7] display two important features: small-word effect and scale-free distribution. Furthermore, study of Wordnet lexicon [8] demonstrates that Wordnet has global properties common to many self-organized systems, and polysemous links have a profound impact in the organization of the semantic graph which may be crucial for metaphoric thinking, imagery, and generalization. Again, network of free word associations [9] represents a proxy of the way in which our mind stores and organizes all words and related meanings.
Characters are treated as the basic units of Chinese phrases. They are monosyllabic, square-shaped and primitive, having some relationship to iconicity and combination [10] . They combine into phrases and sentences based on meanings and syntactic rules.
In the current paper we investigate the statistics and organization of Chinese near-synonyms network. Nearsynonyms are words with the same or similar meanings. We define the single characters correspond to nodes of near-synonyms network, and an undirected link exists between characters if they can form a phrase.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we focus on the graph properties of near-synonyms network based on complex network theory. Next we present an analysis aimed at statistical properties of n-node cliques existed in near-synonyms network. The n-node cliques are very valuable since they help us to understand the global structures [11] . Finally, we draw the conclusions in last section.
II. DATA AND NETWORK
Near-synonymy is a common semantic relationship in our daily life. Here we mainly focus on the Chinese twocharacter near-synonyms because most of Chinese nearsynonyms are two-character. The experimental data we analyze are collected from [12] , and consists of 3446 characters and 12621 two-character phrases. We construct Chinese near-synonyms network in the following way: (1) characters are served as nodes; (2) connections exist between two characters if they can form a phrase. All the characters are obtained from near-synonyms lexicon [12] .
In the following we attempt to uncover the statistical properties of Chinese near-synonyms network based on In this section, we will investigate properties of the resulting network. First, we research the degree distribution P(k). The degree of a given character is the number of edges that connect the given character with other characters. Degree distribution is defined as the existence probability of nodes with degree k. Reflected in Chinese near-synonyms network, degree distribution means the word-formation ability of characters. Fig. 1 shows that degree distribution of Chinese nearsynonyms network follows power-law distribution,
. The exponent γ is 1.92. Power-law distribution is often referred to as scale-free structures. Scale-free network indicates that the majority of the nodes have a small amount of links, but a few nodes called hubs, can link to the most of nodes in the network. For instance, in Chinese near-synonyms network, character " 心 " (heart), " 人 " (person), "不" (no) are highly connected nodes because they are familiar to us and they can form a great deal of Chinese phrases. On the contrary, characters like "鞠" (bow), "饪" (cook), "锄" (hoe) have low degrees, as they are less common in our life and their word-formation abilities are weak. Another parameter is clustering coefficient. Clustering coefficient means the probability that two neighbors of a node are also neighbors to each other (node w i and w j are neighbors if there is a link between w i and w j ). For a node w i with k i neighbors, the local clustering coefficient C i is defined as the ratio between the number of links among the k i neighbors and the maximum possible number of links among these neighbors. This can be expressed as (1)
where e i is the number of existing links between the k i neighbors.
Clustering spectrum, C(k), is defined as an average clustering coefficient of nodes with degree k. As Fig. 2 shows, clustering coefficient decreases linearly with the degree. This implies that the small nodes are part of highly cohesive, densely interlinked clusters, while the hubs are not, as their neighbors have a small chance of linking to each other. The power-law clustering spectrum C(k) ~ k -α suggests that the network has a hierarchical feature [13] .
The hierarchical feature of Chinese near-synonyms network is consistent with hierarchical network models in lexical networks [14] . As shown in Fig. 3 , the most common and important characters, such as "心" (heart), "放" (put), "关" (close), "居" (house), should be stored in higher level so that people can learn languages conveniently and efficiently. 
IV. N-NODE CLIQUE
In recent years the cliques are actively investigated because of provisions of important insights to information processing, hierarchical modularity, and community structures. Cliques are highly-interconnected subgraphs (complete graphs). A maximal clique is a clique that cannot be extended by including one more adjacent vertex, that is, a clique which does not exist exclusively within the vertex set of a larger clique. N-node clique in an undirected graph is a maximal clique with n-nodes, and every two nodes in the cliques are connected by an edge, corresponding to n-node complete graph. Research shows that a lot of n-node cliques exist in Chinese near-synonyms network. The network includes 10 1-node cliques (reduplicated phrases such as " 哒 哒 " (tick), " 孜 孜 " (diligent)), 7230 2-node cliques, 2449 3-node cliques and 93 4-node cliques. We mainly focus on 3-node cliques and 4-node cliques due to the appropriate sizes.
A. 3-node clique
In Chinese near-synonyms network, the 3-node cliques consist of 1532 characters and 5402 phrases. The ratio between characters of 3-node cliques and the characters of whole network is 44%, meanwhile the ratio between phrases included in 3-node cliques and the total number is 43%. The statistics show that 3-node clique structures are common in Chinese near-synonyms network. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between degrees and frequencies of characters in 3-node cliques. We can find that highly connected nodes can compose more 3-node cliques, since the characters with high degrees have strong power to form phrases. After research of semantic meanings of nodes we find that there exist 3 types of basic structures in 3-node cliques. Fig. 4 gives examples of every basic structure.
1) 2-near-synonymous-characters
In Fig. 5 (a) , the clique consists of 3 characters "查" (check), "问" (ask), "询" (inquire), two of which ("问" and "询") share the similar meanings. There are three phrases formed related to the nodes, "查问", "查询" and " 询 问 ". Among them, " 查 问 " and " 查询 " are nearsynonyms.
2) 2-antonymous-characters Fig. 5 (b) shows an interesting structure that the clique contains 2 antonymous characters "胜" (win) and "败" (defeat), and two antonymous phrases "战胜" and "战败". The similar examples are "多-少-最", "大-小-名", "长-短-处", etc. The result reveals that antonymy does exist in near-synonyms networks. Antonymy has a close relationship with synonymy.
3) 3-near-synonymous-characters
In addition to the above, the third type of 3-nodes cliques includes 3 near-synonymous characters. As shown in Fig. 5 (c) , "称", "赞" and "誉" all mean praise, "称赞", "称誉" and "赞誉" are near-synonyms as well.
The analysis of 3-node cliques and their structures displays the clustering features of Chinese near-synonyms. The formations of Chinese near-synonyms network have great relationship with semantic clustering. A group of near-synonyms tend to share a character while the other characters are near-synonymous, showing that Chinese near-synonyms are organized in the light of the least effort principle [15] . On the other hand, the result suggests that Chinese characters are possible to construct new phrases if they have similar, opposite and same meanings [16] . 
B. 4-node Clique
As mentioned, the number of 4-node cliques (93) in Chinese near-synonyms network is far less than the number of 3-node cliques (2449). 4-node cliques contain 219 characters and 470 phrases. That is because cliques are complete graphs, the more nodes included, the more complex the structures are. Complex structure may be a burden for our brain and interferes with the memory storage. The excess of near-synonyms does not follow least effort principle either.
The structure features of 3-node cliques also exist in 4-node cliques. Fig. 6 shows the basic structures of 4-node cliques. Among all 4-node cliques, 52 4-node cliques contain near-synonymous characters and phrases, accounting for 58%. This illustrates that near-synonymy relationships are the base of clustering. Besides, seven 4-node cliques possess antonymy clusters as well as in 3-node cliques. This phenomenon does indicate that antonymy is closely related to synonymy. 
C. N-clique Community
Actually 4-node cliques are the combination of 3-node cliques. N-node cliques can aggregate into more complicated structures, such as communities. Here a kclique community is define as the union of all cliques of size k that can be reached through adjacent (sharing k-1 nodes) k-cliques. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the 3-clique communities and 4-clique communities. Small and simple cliques can form complicated structures. The composite pattern may explain the normal processes of human learning and memory storing. In this paper, we have presented the results of the analysis performed on Chinese near-synonyms network. As other Chinese phrases network [4] [17], Chinese nearsynonyms network displays sale-free and hierarchical structure features, which are responsible for robustness. The phrases in Chinese do not exist in isolation, but put together through certain semantic relationships, such as synonym, near-synonym and antonym aggregation [18] . A group of Chinese near-synonyms tend to sharing same characters in order to communicate efficiently with least effort. The very interesting phenomenon that antonymous nodes emerge in cliques should be further investigated.
The appearance of near-synonyms not only enriched human language but also have important effects on word association. It is well known that information in our brain is associative and retrieved by connecting similar concepts. Our experiment has been brought to the attention of nnode cliques as a valuable tool to understand the basic cognitive mechanisms and information retrieval processes. Similar pieces of information are stored together, due to the high clustering, which makes searching by association possible and efficient. We guess that the storage of 3-node cliques in our brain is stable since triangles are stable structures in nature. N-node cliques can form more complicated structures, like communities. The composite pattern may explain the normal processes of human learning. The structure features of n-node cliques may be related to increasing our memory retention and recall, which is probably necessary for the brain to store information and associate.
